
CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY

It remains to indicate the probable historical relations between

the languages which we have now passed in review.

(i) The Druids and their pupils studied an obsolete form of the

Goidelic language, because certain sacred hymns, which they con-

sidered it important to know by heart, were composed when that

stage of the language was the tongue of common speech. The
contemporary colloquictl dialects had travelled so far from the

language of this traditional Hterature, that the knowledge of the

latter gave to the Druidic caste a convenient and useful means
of secret commionication among themselves. This secrecy they

artificially enhanced by various cryptological devices.

(2) The tradition of the usefulness of a secret language survived

the Druids and their S5^tem ; but as the pagan traditional hjmrins

could not be cultivated under Christian auspices, the Druidic

secret language passed out of use. The Christian teachers en-

deavoured to fill its place by an artificial perversion of Latin

('Hisperic').

(3) The underworld of Irish society, composed to a large extent

of the dregs of an aboriginal population, may have preserved

some fragments of an earlier speech, which, with the addition of

argot words such as are current among people of the illiterate

classes all the world over, would be a secret possession of not

inconsiderable practical utility to these down-trodden castes. This

Babylonish hotchpotch (to which we may accord a theoretical

existence, although no formal records of it are preserved) we shall

for the moment call the 'Serf-speech'.

(4) The works of Isidore, Capella, and Maro; the necessity of

studying biblical and other ecclesiastical literature in a foreign

tongue (Latin); to say nothing of the difficulties presented by
juristic and other recondite literature of native production ; stimu-

lated a certain amount of practical and theoretical language-study

among the learned, in monastic and other circles. The result of

this is seen in such compilations as The Scholars' Primer and the

glossaries of Cormac mac Cuillenain and others.

(5) Linguistic affectation being *in the air', so to speak, school-
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boys in the monastic schools developed a jargon of their own
('Bog-Latin'). This is a common phenomenon, in ancient and
in modem times. Every public school has its own language—or

to speak with stricter accuracy, its own vocabulary, foisted upon
and adapted to the accidence and s;yTitax of the mother-tongue
of the pupils. ' Bog-Latin ' is much more formal in its construction

than the haphazard modem slang vocabularies, and probably had
a longer life. It is highly probable that some of the words of this

mediaeval schoolboy jargon were borrowed from the ' Serf-speech '

:

schoolboys of all generations associate with such members of what
used to be called * the Lower Orders ' as possess enviable mechanical,

fishing, trapping, or other accomplishments, and often perturb

their respectable kinsfolk by the vocabularies which they acquire

from them.

(6) All arts and crafts have a technical terminology of their

own, unfamiliar to non-initiates : and their practitioners develop

this artificially, the better to preserve their secrets. Masons and
Tinkers did so in Ireland.

(7) The Mason speech was an Irish tradition, and followed Irish

in accidence and vocabulary. So far as the recorded fragments

permit us to judge, it resembled the language of a modern pubHc
school, in that it consisted of a limited number of alternative

words for common things—especially things pertaining to the

mason's craft, but not exclusively so—substituted for the corre-

sponding words in the legitimate language of the country. An
Irish mason might say something entirely in Irish, about 'a

knife
' ; only, instead of sgian, the Irish for * knife ', he would say

glaidm. So an English schoolboy at one particular school might

say something entirely in Enghsh about 'a bath'; only, instead

of the word bath he would (if I am not misinformed) say tosh.

By an unfortunate fatality there are very few words in the

recorded Bearlagair na Saer vocabulary with meanings for which

we have equivalents in Bog-Latin. If there were many, and these

shewed a number of similarities, we might reasonably take these

to be borrowings in Bog-Latin, and survivals in Bearlagair na Saer,

from the 'Serf-speech'. I can find only three such coincidences:

Bog-Latin Bearlagair na Saer

cat caipist cnapach
hand luis lais

word hereon bulcan

(8) At the dissolution of the monasteries, the inmates of the

religious houses were thrown out to fend for themselves. Those
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who had cultivated artistic handicrafts during their monastic life,

might find themselves obliged, faute de mieux, to ally themselves

with bands of itinerant tinkers. These vagrants may have used

fragments of the * Serf-speech ' : and we may reasonably see * Serf-

speech' words in the short hst (an/^, p. 119) of elements common
to Bog-Latin and Shelta. The broken-down scholars repaid their

hosts by enlarging this casual vocabulary with artificial inventions,

which needed scholarship for their contrivance; thus strengthening

their hands in the bitter struggle for existence. English gradually

ousted Irish, but the artificial vocabulary remained; it merely

changed its setting. So we can imagine the schoolboy mentioned

above, packed off to France to learn French, and saying to a

companion, 'II me faut prendre mon tosh\ It would be psycho-

logically natural for him to express himself in this way. In the

first place, to represent 'tosh' by 'bain' would require the mental

effort of a double translation (tosh—^bath—bain); in the second

place, the speaker, consciously or unconsciously, is naturally using

a mixture of two languages (Enghsh+ Jargon) and he feels cramped
if he cannot continue to do so (French + Jargon) . But as neither

he nor his interlocutor knows any second Jargon, they perforce

retain the words of the original Jargon. In such a way as this

we may explain the complete anglicization of the setting in which

the specifically Shelta words now find themselves. They have been

transferred untranslated from their original Irish setting.

Thuswe may glean—precariously—a fewwords of the theoretical
' Serf-speech ' from a comparison of these vocabularies ; but of its

accidence and syntax one fact only emerges, and that fact is

quite remarkable. This lost language had no personal pronouns,

and supplied their place with a possessive pronoun and a sub-

stantive. It cannot be a coincidence that this periphrasis is used

in all three languages : ^0 tuillsi in Bog-Latin, mo ytl^a in Shelta,

mo voiisa [mhus-sa) in Bearlagair na Saer. 'Tuill' and 'D'il' are

probably corruptions of the same word, whatever it may have

been—I do not accept the suggestion that it has anything to do

with the Irish toil 'will', simply because 'my will' seems a very

unnatural expression for 'myself. The Bearlagair na Saer word,

^Hs, is incompatible with these; but this need not cause us any

perplexity. Just as different speakers may call the same person

'a poor olci soul' and 'a poor old body', so there may have been

more than one word which could stand for 'self in the 'Serf-

speech '
; this, in any case, was doubtless a jargou of many dialects,

as formless as any conceived of by the author of Hudibras.
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English Bog-Latin Shelta
Bearlagair

na Saer

passage
past {see over)

Patrick

pawn, to

pawnshop
pay, to

peach, to

peak
pen
penis

penny
people
perch
person

personality

Peter
petticoat

Philip

physician
piece

pig

pigeon
pin
pincers

pint

pipe
piper

pitcher

pitiful

place

plain

plant
plate

please

plenty
plough
plumb-rule
pocket
poem
point
police, policeman

police-barrack

poor

cabh

bethul

muinrosar

dairtinne

muinscuill

delesg, durbuid

coiclenn

bruipill

loscog

muinsgith,

muingort
snuad
bruinioch

feimen

baiiir

Stofirt, Stofrik

I'ag

kari

k'erp

niba
g'or, yar, yor
n'uk
foki, I'it'en

d'asag, d'ox,

nid'a

Gritus, Yitus
gredicoat

Libisk

glo;^ srugad'

kut'i, milk
mwog

nimpin, niba
bwikads, koi

nimpa, sinta,

srunta, Sant
Stlma
stlm'ra, gfim'ra

grat', gox', goxi»

n'edas

siata

gr^
goSta
surtul

g6pa

batoma, glokot,

gloxgut, §ed,

Sidrug,

muskro, mit'ni

Sed's k'en

gop

tuis

fuinc

riarpog

mus

mSilide

cSapair

stimire

gleamaddir

lar an ingire

tuis

laidiana,

siad6g,

ceamog

18
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English

ten

tenant
tent

tent-cover

testicle

than (after com-
paratives)

that not
the

thee
there

they
thief

thing

think
Thomas
thorn
thou
thread
three

three men
threepence
thus
thy
tie

till

time
tin

tinker

tired

to

to him
to me

to thee

to them
to you
tobacco
to-day
toe

to-morrow
tongs
tongue
to-night

tool

tooth, teeth

Bog-Latin

leited nietrosar

ondach

losuill

eoindir

atreisiur

dairi

dom*thuillsi

cuncuUum
dairet, cunculut*

duruit

dairib
daurub

anduiriu

imbethrar

ligair

inionghort

feirchinn

Shelta

t'al g'et'a

loban, luban
lumi
kauvi

an
dn(§a), dn{5a)

ino;^ , enok, eno^j

aino;(, t'et.

t'ino;^

sang
Motas
surgu
tu, hu
graisk

sikr. §ika

tren'uk

n'akul

grimSer, turk
stan» stran,

d'orker, yergan
naker, mink'er
d'a^ag, sur^a
od

forgari, munt'es
min'urt
t'erpin

ax^ram
mongas, nongas
misog
ap(6nSk

gre^ol

Bearlagair

na Saer

na, nach
an

soin

iad

lofudoir

rud

tu

lan

do

go

do, go

dam

dit, duit

cuithi

limin

faig, deid
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